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Composing
Basic percussion
Keyboards

$1.00 per bar per instrument3
$2.00
“
“

Note: Each keyboard is considered a separate instrument.
3

“Instrument” meaning a specific section, such as the snare line.

Transcribing to a Master Score is included. Separate parts per instrument are extra (see 2 below).
1
Split parts, if needed, are extra (see below).

Transcribing Only (copying existing music)
All instruments
Corrections (if requested to perform)

$0.50 per bar per instrument
$1.00 per bar per instrument

Clarification and/or rewriting of incorrectly written music (not applicable to illegible writing).
1

Split parts (within a section)

$0.50 per bar per part

Split parts example: A bass line of 4 drums wants individual parts, each containing just the notes
for that particular drum. This would be $0.50 cents per bar X 4, in addition to the $0.50 cents per
bar for the complete bass part on the master score. This complicated procedure requires the notes
and rests for each part be extrapolated, re-calculated and adjusted accordingly so that each makes
sense as a single part.

Rewrites

$0.50 per bar / $40 minimum

Note: This is charged for every bar that must be physically changed. There is no additional charge to republish master or parts scores.

Scores in Sibelius Format (initial creation of Sibelius files)
The layout can be in true sampled sounds format4, Scorch format, or both.5
Master (percussion only)
included in price
Integrated Master (horns and drums)
$5.00
2
Parts
$5.00 each
4
MP3 recordings (actual drumline sampled sounds)$5.00 each
5
Scorch addition (.htm and .sib files)
$15.00 per instrument or part
This pricing is if the Scorch files are done in addition to the sampled sounds format, and applies to
each rewrite as well. Refer to the Scorch section of DrumMusic.ca for more information.

Hosting Files on DrumMusic.ca

$10.00 per tune per month

Includes web page design, with access to Scorch, MP3 and PDF files with optional security access.

For more information and examples, please visit DrumMusic.CA
Allow 2-4 weeks for composed music and 1-2 weeks for transcribed only music (longer for split parts).
All pricing is subject to change without notice. E&OE. All invoicing will be through Corporate Consultants.

